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President Ryan Fleming convened the July 20, 2022 meeting of the Normal Rotary Club at Colene Hoose
Elementary School in Normal. Members recited the Pledge of Allegiance, sang the first verse of My Country tis
of Thee and Connie Gentry offered the invocation.
Special thanks to Gene Gudeman who stood outside the gymnasium doors and greeted us all as we arrived
and to Unit 5 staff for their warm welcome!
Guests:
● Dr. Kristen Weikle – Unit 5 Superintendent
● Tom Rockwell – Unit 5 Manager of Special Maintenance HVAC and Operations
● Norm Hicks – Unit 5 Manager of Special Maintenance Grounds, Warehouse and Operations
● Craig Montgomery – Director of Custodial Operations
● Nathan McIlvain – Larissa’s husband and father of two Hoose Hawks!
Announcements:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Kathy Alexander is having surgery on 8/1. Please consider sending her a card.
District Governor visit July 27
Labor Day parade, Monday, September 5th carrying of the flags
District grant due by September 1. We can apply for $2,000 for small-scale, short-term activities.
Dayna is looking at interest in getting some Normal Rotary polo shirts.
Still needing folks to sign up for committees. Please sign up by August 1st or you will be assigned.
We will be providing meals for Safe Harbor on August 10th and November 9th
Rotary Happy Hour, August 25 4-6 at Joe’s Pub on GE Road
Rotary Night at the Ballpark: Yankees vs. Cardinals @ Busch Stadium. Saturday, August 6th, 6:15 start.
Tickets are in Sections 271 & 272 “Big Mac Land”. Cost of tickets is $45 each. Please reach out to Ryan
if interested and he can point you in the right direction.
● Save the Date for the Oktoberfest event which will be held on September 24.

President Ryan Fleming

Dayna Brown

Thank you Colene Hoose for
allowing us to meet in your Gym!

Program:
Our speaker today is Adam Bienenstock. Adam is an internationally
acclaimed designer, builder, and researcher of nature-based play
spaces, and the founder of Bienenstock Natural Playgrounds. Adam
has traveled globally to advocate for children’s rights to nature play,
and to collaborate on the creation of spectacular natural parks and
playgrounds in Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Indonesia and
across the USA.
His resume in the natural playground industry is unparalleled;
highlights include creating campuses, training, and standards for
nature play in San Francisco, Denver, Austin, Dayton, Chicago, New
York, Adelaide, Sydney, Toronto and Vancouver.
He sits on numerous advisory committees, including the
International Association of Nature Pedagogy, Parliamentary
Commission on Urban Conservation, The Canadian Wildlife
Federation and is the co-author of The Systematic Literature Review
on Outdoor Risky Play.
During the pandemic, Adam’s work on the effect of nature on our immune systems and the development of
www.outdoorclassrooms.com has been featured in The New York Times, Denver Post, Good Morning America,
and CBS News.

He was handpicked by Charlie Jobson to lead the development of the natural playground project at Colene
Hoose and his team has built more than 3000 natural playgrounds since he founded the company in 1984.
Adam’s father was a researcher in immunology with a focus on microorganisms and their impact on gut health
and mental well-being including impact on PTSD. When growing up, Adam was encouraged to not wash his
hands when coming in from playing outside to eat dinner.
Impromptu survey of attendees:
● Think of favorite thing to do as a child
● How many senses were engaged in that activity? If less than 4, it probably wasn’t truly a favorite as
sensory input is required to make experiences sticky.
● Were parents participants? For our generations, frequently not but if so, it was probably there in more
of a guide role.
● Adam noted that he was usually outside playing about 8 hours a day and noted that for children during
the pandemic, indoor screen time was at 85 hours per week.
Typical thought for playground design is focused on gross motor play like climbing structures. This frequently
results in a few athletic kids at the top of the structures – 80% of usage by 20% of users – the start of bullying is
here.
Design at Colene Hoose looks at multiple senses and opportunities for activities beyond gross motor skills –
fine motor skills, performance/engagement spaces, quiet contemplative spaces and spaces for individual
mastery. By incorporating the different types of outdoor play, there is a strong correlation to significant
reductions in bullying.
Adam emphasized the importance of incorporating living things into playspaces. He noted that many schools
will veer away from lots of plantings because they perceive damage to the plants as destructive acts and not as
enthusiastic response to plantings that are not yet large enough to be resistant to the type of play. This design
will include larger plantings but will have visual screening to provide more of a sense of independent play –
teachers will still be able to see students, but possibly not the entirety of each student. Trees and landscape
buffers not only provide a stronger sense of independence, but also help to isolate types of play so that kids do
not need to run a gauntlet through kids engaged in gross motor play to get to their own mastery spaces.
Adam also talked about risk and insurance – natural playscapes are over 30x less likely to result in hospital
visits than conventional steel and plastic play structures. Much of the risk comes from how rote activities are
less engaging to the brain and therefore have a greater risk factor. Flat, uniform and monotone spaces will
typically be engaged with muscle memory only. By providing greater diversity in design, kids become more
engaged mentally and develop stronger risk assessment skills. He also noted that more play stations can
further impact insurance rates as more opportunities for more types of activities means less likelihood of
getting bored and going on autopilot.
The boulders being used for the project landscaping are glacial erratics – stones that were rolled, tossed and
smoothed during the ice age. Ropes, such as at the web climber, will be used for vestibular movement instead
of handholds. This follows the theory that if you design so that all can get to the top, you create a space

where all users may not be able to retain their place at the top or safely dismount and will fall and get hurt.
This also provides a greater sense of accomplishment on finally getting there.
Drainage has been a big focus of the project, there are some neighboring properties that are very low and
regularly suffer from much storm runoff. The project cannot fix that entirely, but it can help to mitigate. The
donor did not want to spend money on elements that would not be able to be appreciated by the users, so
much of the stormwater drainage solution is based on steps and tiers which will slow down stormwater
allowing more time for it to percolate into the ground.
Separate zones of the new playscape on the east side will include:
● Central outdoor “courtyard space” will include an outdoor classroom, raised garden beds (a limited
number initially to ensure buy-in before expanding to full capacity), games, including life size chess and
a remaining conventional pay structure.
● A music garden with a gazebo and instruments carved from verbena.
● The spider climber which will be used for vestibular movement and climbing, but also will likely be seen
often being used like a giant hammock.
● The beaver lodge, which has already been installed.
The west side will include:
● A circular track.
● A spiral hill.
● A swing garden with lots of opportunity for vestibular movement. Adam noted that vestibular
movement (swinging, rolling), especially before the age of nine is key in developing the vestibular
system and with it better gross motor skills.
● A river garden which will include a mosaic installation that includes fish that were drawn by the
students.
● A sand play area that utilizes a very soft, fluffy sand that does not compact.
● A labyrinth garden with meadow plantings and low angled tops so that it cannot be stood on. Design
has been modified from the European examples to meet local safety and insurance standards. The
original concept from Copenhagen has the flat top, but a liability lawsuit would not occur there as
there is no right to litigate if insured and healthcare is provided regardless.
● An amphitheater space which will allow for school assemblies to be held outside.
Questions:
● How is maintenance being addressed? Funding includes financing for three years for a trained
maintenance staff member that will also serve as an arborist for the district. During that time
additional training will be provided by that team member to the District staff.
● Is vandalism a concern? How is security addressed? The playscape will be lit, but most of the lighting
will be ground level – don’t want to subject neighbors to something like suddenly being next to a
stadium. In addition, natural features typically see less vandalism, yes, logs and stumps will likely end
up with names carved in them, but less destructive breakage. Design follows CPTED (Crime Prevention
through Environmental Design) standards.

An amazing walking tour of the site followed. Much work to do in the next few weeks but an amazing sight
(and site).

Next Week:
Please join us next week back at the Alumni Center for our District Governor, Connie Walsh
Thought for the Day: “Love is a fruit in season at all times, and within reach of every hand” – Mother
Teresa
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